
True/False 

--T--  1.Any person, who has a temporary physical disability ,as sustained by a current written 

medical opinion which prevents him from using specified position as defined in rule 13.2 of the 

NRA BB Gun rules, may assume the next more difficult position in lieu of that position. 

--T--  2.It is the duty of the shooters to properly notify the Range Officer if not ready to fire at 

the time the command ”IS THE LINE READY”?  is given. 

--F--3.  The command “CARRY ON” means to disregard the command just given. 

--F--4.  A BB gun may be cocked prior to the shooter being called to the firing line. 

--F--5.  A BB will be inserted into the BB gun only at the firing point once the preparation period 

has begun. 

--T-6.  Move the rear sight in the same direction you want the BB to move. 

--F-7.  In the prone position, the body lies at an angle of about 180 degrees with the line of aim. 

--F--8.  Your dominant eye is based on whether you are right or left handed. 

--T-9.  Always treat every gun as if it were loaded. 

--F--10.  Shooting at the surface of water is good target practice because you can see where the 

bullet goes into the water. 

--T--11.  The AVANTI Champion is a spring air BB gun. 

--F--12.  The five types of shotgun chokes are spring air, modified, full open and closed. 

--T--13.  The shotgun barrel is called smoothbore. 

--T--14.  The five types of shotguns are: pump action, semi-automatic, double barrel, over and 

under, and bolt action. 

--T--15.  The rule for scoring shots falling between rings is,” you will be rewarded the score of 

the higher ring for shots between the rings. 

--F--16.  If the BB is hitting high and to the right of the target  you want to move the rear sight 

up and to the right. 

--F--17.  When carrying a gun in the field, you should  keep your finger on the trigger ready to 

shoot. 



--T--18.  Because a shotgun is shooting hundreds of shotgun pellets ,sights are not necessary. 

--T--19.  A long time ago, shotguns were made by welding twisted wire together. These were 

called Damascus barrels. 

--F--20.Damascus barrels are safe to use today. 

--T--21. Rifle calibers run from .17 up to as large as.458 or larger. 

--F--22. A .22 caliber rifle can fire a bullet more than three miles. 

--F--23.  The most dangerous part of any gun is the trigger. 

-F---24.  IT is safe to unclog a barrel by shooting the gun. 

--T--25. Bolt action, lever action, pump and semi-automatic are examples of rifles. 

--F--26. It is not necessary to clean anew gun before using it for the first time. 

--F--27.  The four field gun carries are: ready, cradle, underarm and military.  (march) 

--T--28.  A person that has all of his shots grouped together in the three ring a 9 o’clock has a 

correct sight picture. 

--T--29.  If any shots are fired at the target before the command to commence Fire, or after the 

command signal to Cease firing, the shots of highest value equal to the number fired in error 

will be scored as misses. 

--T--30.  If more than the required number of hits appear on the target any shot which can be 

identified as having been fired by a shooter other than the shooter assigned to that target or as 

having been fired in a previous string, will not be scored. 

--T--31.  A single layer of tape or non glare paint may be placed on the barrel for the purpose of 

reducing glare. 

--T--32. Only round .177 lead or steel BB’s are permitted in competition. 

--F--33.  In the Official NRA BB gun match, the shooting distance is 5 feet. 

--F--34. In the Official BRA targets, the seven, eight , nine, and ten rings are black. 

--T--35.  The firing point is the part of the range provided for the shooter immediately to the 

rear of the firing line. 



--T--36. Unlimited sighting shots may be fired in any position provided all sighting shots and 

record shots are fired during the time allowed. 

--F--37.  The first thing you do when picking up a BB gun is check to see if it is loaded. 

--F--38.  .22 is a popular shotgun gauge. 

--F--39.  When a rifle has its safety in the “ON” position this means it is impossible for the gun to 

fire. 

--T--40.  There are two sitting positions; one is the crossed ankle or extended position and the 

second is the crossed leg or closed position. 

--T--41.  The shotgun is used to hunt deer in some states. 

--T--42.  .30-06 is a popular caliber for deer hunting. 

--T--43.  No Bb gun may be cocked until the shooter is called to the firing line and the 

preparation period has begun. 

--T--44.  The NRA BB gun time allowance is one minute per record shot. 

--T--45.  The Match Director is directly responsible for the efficient conduct of the entire 

tournament. 

--T--46. When hunting in a row, never let your gun barrel cross in front of the person beside 

you. 

--T--47. Guns not in use should always be on safety, unloaded and stored separately from 

ammunition. 

--F--48.  Rifles are the most popular sporting gun today. 

--T--49.  It is the loader’s job to load and cock the gun and hand it to the shooter. 

--F--50. It is the spotter’s job to watch the shooter for good form while shooting. 


